Abstract-This paper considers minimum sum mean-squared error (sum-MSE) linear transceiver designs in multiuser downlink systems with imperfect channel state information. Specifically, we derive the optimal energy allocations for training and data phases for such a system. Under MMSE estimation of uncorrelated Rayleigh block fading channels with equal average powers, we prove the separability of the energy allocation and transceiver design optimization problems. A closed-form optim urn energy allocation is derived and applied to existing transceiver designs. Analysis and sim ulation results demonstrate the improvements that can be realized with the proposed design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transceiver designs that minimize the sum of mean squared errors (sum-MSE) under a sum power constraint in the multiuser downlink with full channel state information (CSI) at the base station are well researched [1] - [4] . In these papers, an uplink-downlink duality is used to transform a non-convex downlink problem into an equivalent convex virtual uplink problem. Recent studies [5] - [7] have extended these original papers to the case of imperfect CSI, deriving an MSE duality in the presence of channel estimation errors and providing robust transceiver designs.
In order to design precoders, the base station must obtain estimates of the channel coefficients. If channel reciprocity holds (i.e. the uplink and downlink channels are statistically identical), these estimates can be provided by training in the uplink (e.g., using uplink sounding, as in the WiMAX standard [8] ). However, in frequency division duplex systems (and in some broadband time division duplex systems [9] ), channel reciprocity does not apply. In this case, channel estimation must be performed in the downlink and communicated back to the base station using an uplink feedback mechanism. In this paper, we consider imperfect CSI estimation at the mobile receivers, but assume that the imperfect estimates are also available at the base station (via an error-free and delay-free feedback mechanism)'.
The algorithms designed in [5] - [7] for minimization of the sum-MSE under a sum-power constraint presume that fixed channel estimation error variances (]"~are provided by a predetermined estimation mechanism. In this paper, we address the problem of jointly designing a training sequence 1In this regard, this work complements [10] , where we consider perfect receiver CSI estimates and a feedback mechanism incorporating prediction, error, and delay.
978-1-4244-7417-2/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE for MMSE CSI estimation and designing linear transceivers for minimum sum-MSE communication. We consider the optimum allocation of limited available energy between the training and data communication phases for each quasi-static communication block.
In Section II, we describe the channel model under consideration and review the design of training sequences for MMSE channel estimation. We then present the linear precoding system model and provide an overview of the design of minimum sum-MSE linear precoders with imperfect CSI and fixed transmit power. In Section III, we formulate the joint design problem for energy allocation and precoder design. We present a closed-form solution for the optimum training energy, and apply the result to existing precoder design techniques. Performance and behaviour of the proposed approach are illustrated in Section IV, and we draw conclusions in Section V. Appendix A derives the MMSE channel estimation error variance and the calculations of our main proof are presented in Appendix B.
Notation: We use the following conventions: italics represent scalars, lower case boldface type is used for vectors, and upper case boldface represents matrices, (e.g., x, x, X, respectively). Entries in vectors and matrices are denoted as ,Xk] is the block diagonal concatenation of matrices Xl, ,Xk. The vec(X) operator stacks the columns of the matrix X in a single vector. CN(m, R) denotes the complex multivariate Gaussian probability distribution with mean m and covariance matrix R.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BACKGROUND

A. Channel Model
In the linear precoding system illustrated in Fig. 1 
Under the sum energy constraint, tr [X ¥ X T] :::; E T, where 81' is the energy allocated to training, and the assumption of independent channel coefficients, a sufficient condition for optimality of the training matrix is X TX¥ =~'IM [11] ;
that is, we are free to select any training matrix with orthogonal rows. When using the MMSE estimator, there is no benefit using any more than nT = M training symbols. For algorithmic simplicity, we choose the set of training vectors
One may also choose X T as the scaled size-
,jET e -j 27rm n/M which has the
additional benefit of balancing training power equally over each transmit antenna in each training symbol.
In Appendix A, we show that the estimation errors of each channel coefficient are equal under the assumption of i.i.d, channels with variance a-JI, taking the value
As we illustrate in Section II-D, the assumption of equal estimation error variance is critical in maintaining convexity of the virtual uplink sum-MSE minimization problem.
C. Linearly Precoded Data Communication Model
Following training, we assume that all of the remaining nD = n -M symbol periods in each block will be used to broadcast data symbols. Under the block fading assumption , the channel H does not change during these ti t: data transmissions; thus, we can design a single precoder/decoder pair to be used for all transmissions in the block. It follows that the remaining available energy to be used for data (ED = E m ax -E T) should be divided equally over the nD data transmissions, resulting in a maximum per-symbol In order to design the sum-MSE minimizing precoder for the downlink, we use the virtual uplink , also illustrated in Fig. I , where each matrix is replaced by its conjugate transpose. We emphasize that the virtual uplink is only a mathematical construct to be used for precoder design, and that its use does not require reciprocity of the true uplink and downlink channels. We imagine that transmissions from mobile user k in the virtual uplink propagate via the flipped channel H , to the base station. The transmit and receive filters for user k become V k and U f respectively, with normalized precoding beamformers; i.e., !I Vkj 11 2 = 1, and the uplink precoder matrices are gathered as a block diagonal matrix
DESIGN
The previous section describes the design of a robust minimum sum-MSE precoder for a fixed data power allocation, PD. In this section, we extend this result by jointly optimizing the available training and data energy with the precoder design. As explained in Section II-C, the optimum strategy for sharing the available data energy ED over n o transmitted symbols is with equal energy in each transmission. Using this strategy, and substituting the estimation error variance from (1) into the effective noise variance, we define the joint optimization problem
Corollary 1: The optimization of training/data energy allocation and the optimum precoder design in problem (5) are separable problems. This result can be seen directly in (6), as the optimum value, E r ,is neither a function of V nor Q. H If the total available energy fails to exceed this threshold, there is zero energy allocated to training; as a result, the estimated channel is iI == 0 and the resulting symbol estimates are x D L == 0 as well. It is difficult to provide an intuitive understanding of this result without a closed-form expression for the minimum sum-MSE as a function of E T ; however, we have observed in simulations that when E m a x falls below the threshold, the resulting minimum sum-MSE is an increasing function of ET. It follows that the "best" (Le., sum-MSE minimizing) strategy is to avoid training. We can reinterpret this threshold result in the context of average received SNR. If we define the average transmitted power as P avg~E max/n, we can rewrite the constraint as 
D. Robust Convex Minimum Sum-MSE Precoder Design
The MSE matrix for user k in the virtual uplink can be written as cfL = JEE,x,n [(:xfL~Xk) ( When the channel estimation error variances are equal (a~== a~), the effective noise becomes a;ff == a~+ a~Lk I I qk 111.
Since the minimum sum-MSE is a non-increasing function of Lk IIqk1/1, we can assume that all available power allocated to data transmission will be used [5] . Thus, the effective noise can be further simplified as a;ff == a~+ a~PD for the optimum precoder, which is no longer a function of the uplink power allocations qkl. The optimization problem (4) thus becomes convex (the minimization of tr [Il-1] under a sum power constraint), and can thus be solved using the algorithm from [2] designed for the perfect CSI case by substituting the effective noise a;ff for the noise term a~in the original design. 5 r--,.---,-----,-----r-----,--r--,.----,-----,-----, --Equal -e -Optimal ,n=10
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V. CO NCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered the problem of allocating energy to training and data symbols for systems using minimum sum-MSE linear precoding in the multiuser MIMO downlink. We have derived the optimum closed-form energy allocation for the case of MMSE channel estimation when all users have statistically identical channels. Furthermore, we have proven separability of the energy allocation and precoder designs; thus, existing algorithms for minimum sum-MSE precoding can be applied following energy optimization. Preliminary simulation results demonstrate that significant 10-2 --e-Optimal ,n=100 -.. -Optimal ,n=200
average received SNR value that the threshold can take on is S N R rx = -3dB, corresponding to the maximum value of the RHS of (7) when »» = M.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We now present both analytical and simulation results to illustrate the behaviour and performance of the proposed algorithm. In these results, the flat Rayleigh fading channels are modelled with a}[ = 1. We scale the total energy E max proportionally to the block-length n to reflect a realistic average power constraint, P avg = Emax/n = 0:; in these simulations, we illustrate the case of 0: = 1. As such, we define the average transmit SNR as Pavg /IJ~, and find different SNR values by varying the noise power IJ~. These preliminary results illustrate performance in a system with K = 2 users, M = 4 base station antennas, and N 1 = N 2 = £1 = £2 = 2 receive antennas and data streams per user. Figure 2 illustrates how the optimum power allocated to training, P T , grows with average SNR and with block length n. We observe that as n grows, the optimum power allocated to training becomes significantly larger than the equal power allocation P T = 1; however, P T converges fairly rapidly with increasing SNR. We also observe the threshold behaviour described in Corollary 3. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the sum-MSE and average BER performance of the proposed algorithm. Results in each of these plots are generated using 5000 channel realizations per average SNR value, and data symbols are generated as uncoded QPSK. Here, we compare performance of the proposed algorithm to the case where equal power is allocated to both training and data symbols (i.e, PT = P D = 1). This offers a reasonable point of comparison in the absence of alternative algorithms for joint energy optimization and linear precoding. We observe notable performance improvements for large block (14) (13) improvements in performance can be made for both realistic channel coherence intervals and transmit SNR levels.
ApPENDIX A MMSE CHANNEL ESTIMATION ERROR
The minimum MSE matrix for the estimation of h can be written as (8) xfL == 0, and no information can be communicated. Since neither constraint is binding, complementary slackness (12) requires that A max == A+ == 0; thus, any minimizer can be found by considering the unconstrained minimization of SMSEuL and checking feasibility of the resulting solutions. We begin by rewriting the effective noise power, 
Define the derivative of the trace function Substituting the definitions of (13) and (14) gives rise to the following quadratic equation in PT,
The two roots of this quadratic equation are 
nD -
The candidate values of P T for unconstrained global optimality satisfy
where we have assumed that hand z are independent. The fourth equality follows from application of the matrix inversion lemma, (A + BCD)-l == A-I -
Since the estimation error hMMS E -h is a linear combination of random vectors from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with uncorrelated components, it follows that the estimation errors are also independent Gaussian random variables.
ApPENDIX B OPTIMUM TRAINING AND DATA ENERGY ALLOCATION
Here, we derive a closed-form expression for the optimum training energy E T when using MMSE estimation and the sum-MSE minimizing precoder design. Due to space limitations, we are only able to show the most common case of long blocks (with n » M, and consequently »» > M); however, the identical result applies for n D~M.
We perform the optimization in terms of the training power 
is positive; thus, the training power P';' is the global minimizer.
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